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With a title like that, where to start? Silver guesswork is
making predictions to draw people’s money away from
them and into predictor’s pockets! Silver proof is we wait
and see what actually happens and how and when. No
marathon length historical item this time, but some
thoughts the community should weigh rather than
continue buying fantasies. A well known information
seller who has frequently made price and timing calls for
silver that time has demonstrated to have not only be
wrong but very wildly wrong and is just never taken to
task for it by his interviewers (sales promoters), has
been saying Morgan Chase is holding silver on behalf of
China. Conversely we read the CB of China continues to
accumulate gold. Where are they holding this gold? Yes,
in China! Why would China have a large amount of silver
stored in a nation with which it has had rumblings of
military conflict with? That, in the face of this fact of
silver being military strategic! The slap-happy, cotton
candy fairy tale silly juvenile Disneyworld rainbow fantasy

things people will say to reel in money from those
susceptible to appeals to personality! Another high
profile flashing neon light marquee personality has
openly declared “silver will be $100 in 2018. Or 2019.”
How much insight does it require to churn out such
declarations, and has he ever prognosticated wrongly
before? Just keep extending the prediction farther out
into the future so as to be able to eventually banshee
200 decibels holler you were “right;” this is not fairplay,
it’s changing the rules as the game continues. Are any of
you able to make predictions? Yes, we all can do that so
easily; but doing this only nets money for a few, right?
Selling hope!
I like most of you don’t know what silver will do just
around the next bend in the river of time. It may blast
off and never come back; it may continue depressed for
many dozens of months. We aren’t on the inside; we
can’t know; regardless of a major silver mine in Mexico
being shut down o0ver water use, or another major silver
mine in Guatemala also being inactive, rattlesnake shorts
and copperhead media find ways to interpret such things
as bearish to investors!
We’re still waiting for “silver will never trade below $30
again” trumpeted as a near Papal Bull straight from the
Vatican with the Pope wearing his tall hat and speaking
“Ex Cathedra” in fall 2012 to be realized! This is sad
friends, and these seedy conference attending flakes
have made their own silver bull market years ahead of a

real bull market, by self promotion and this odd
inducement ability their promoters possess to get
listeners to believe “this guy’s light shines so much more
brightly than my own he’s practically a Water Walker;
therefore if I am to succeed, I need to send him money
for a paid subscription,” this reeks of televangelists
gyrating; Robert Tilton for one and his infamous $1,000
dollar “vow of faith” that had old ladies giving him money
while eating Gravy Train dog food crawling with weevils.

Anyone else get the feeling that if these guys would shut
up with price and timing predictions, we’d finally get price
relief? They have jinxed and hexed silver by making
boundlessly presumptuous statements and this folly has
persisted for years. They fatally dampen silver’s

prospects every time they belch out bullish predictions.
They could never know when silver will break out and to
what level, because none of them are on the “inside” to
know how much silver remains available for dumping to
cap prices. “Silver will advance, unless it declines”
sounds familiar? Please don’t be like brainless rock ore
and let them mine and mill you! Crapshoots!

Are there any good newsletter subscriptions? Sure!
However I refuse to make any endorsements. The higher
the price the more you stand to be disappointed in case
of reversals. Do your own due diligence. It seems
reasonable that sources should lose credibility after
years of wrong metals timing predictions, does it

not? It’s as if their calendars have at least fifty two
Friday the 13ths per annum! Free resource stock picks
are at 321 Gold all the time. Sure, BM already bought,
and you think the newsletter subscription promoters
haven’t also already bought before they hype companies
to you? Why start out of a subscription price hole then?
Google is always a great resource for data. I was 100%
self enabled in 2001 to enter Silver Standard private
placement by 1) my own research into all free info online
and 2) discussions with IR department.
Another well known voice has hammered away at the
theme that Morgan Chase Bank has a vast amount of
silver with the objective of switching to long and profiting
thereby. No friends, their idea is to use it to continue
capping prices in order to defend Federal Reserve
currency against potentially competing currencies;
against historic metallic money. This they will do
domestically even if efforts internationally to cap silver
quotes finally fail. Since he gets paid by a bullion seller,
he can’t allow any opposing possibility as to why the
bank has so much metal. Any ETF silver is also dedicated
to price suppression. It’s just a smaller replay of the
Silver Purchase Act of 1934 followed by FDR’s EO 6814
seizing silver. The purpose was to have a Treasury
Department stockpile with which to maintain a price cap
so as to make the Fed dollar look stronger. They soak up
more wealth by having the Fed remain in business, than
by allowing silver prices to advance. See January 2019

release “Top Morgan Chase Attorney Member Pilgrims
Society” (193 pages)
http://nosilvernationalization.org/219-119.pdf to get
another “whiff” of just how deep is this anti-silver spider
hole! This attorney’s grandfather spoke against silver at
the Monetary Conferences in Indianapolis in 1897 and
1898! JPMC may also hold silver to deliver against short
position if its capping tricks stop working.

How will the well known “beast system” of the closing
book of the NT be realized by allowing people to hold real
money in their hands? Cyber currency is more likely
where TPTB want people to gravitate towards and
accounts that can be unplugged at whim by some
Monetary Tribunal. JPMC Bank sure enough is in the
hierarchy of TPTB. Some think the “beast system” will
only cover mainland Europe.
How about asking your Senators and Congressmen to
insist that JPMC sell silver at $15 the ounce to the
Department of Defense for a restored silver strategic
stockpile of 165 MOZ, which is where it was in late 1970?
I do mean, a full 165MOZ at $15 flat dollars the ounce?
Chase Manhattan Bank, Chemical Bank, Manufacturers
Hanover Bank and J.P. Morgan & Company (forerunners
merged to form JPMC) all had strong linkage to industrial
silver users. These banks scooped up giant amounts of
silver coin in 1965-1969 that ended up melted at

Treasury for bullion and dispensed to silver users at
scandalous chickenshit prices. For details, see “The
Silver Raiders” released in September 2003
http://nosilvernationalization.org/24.pdf
Another well known figure recently prognosticated that
soon, perhaps by late May 2019, precious metals will
commence a real rise
https://goldswitzerland.com/moves-in-gold-silver-willbe-1970s-on-stilts/ Could he be right? Yes or no; how
would I know, I never had a crystal ball. It’s now been
97 months since silver was $49.85 intraday. But to
borrow a nearly trademarked word, “CAVEAT,” this
European fellow has suggested for years you can be so
clever as to store your gold with him overseas in
Switzerland. If you don’t store it with him, he makes no
money! What will you possibly do to use gold for
emergency or investment money, when all you can
transfer to another party is a gold storage certificate?
It’s like having an automobile title, but what the other
party wants is the actual automobile? What if the U.S.
government interferes with you receiving a gold shipment
from Switzerland? What of the personality popularity
profile parade then? He says “hold it overseas out of the
reach of the U.S. government,” and any incoming
shipments to America can and will be inspected;
passports can be canceled in time of war. Please don’t
outsmart yourself by overrating this siren song of starry,
vaunted personalities. They can be right about what gold

can and will do, and fatally wrong for those trusting
them, as to what they should do with gold after buying it!
Just how reliable are the defenses of these storage
operators against kidnappers grabbing them and/or their
relatives? You won’t notice them addressing these
concerns, so you better do it for your own interests! I
figure that E.K. holds his gold where he can get at it
without it having to come through Customs inspection!
Why wouldn’t he want you to do the same for yourself?
Your guns, bullets and emergency food are all so vital,
and you’d not consider holding them beyond reach!

If you’re carrying 33 or more troy ounces of gold you will
sure run into turbulence. Please don’t hold your precious
gold overseas! Bear in mind that anyone marketing a
program to you isn’t likely to articulate what the
negatives about his offering are! Why would they do
themselves out of a deal? You best look out for your own
interests.
I’ve never suggested to anyone to hold PM where they
couldn’t access it in a national or world crisis. Just buy

some fine imported Swiss chocolates, okay? Sorry, but
any private vault anywhere is subject to sudden
government takeover. However, in the USA this threat
has, almost miraculously actually lessened recently (but
not totally when the “national emergency” card is
played); read on.

On March 19, 2019, an important PM miner announced
raising $230 million in senior notes. They may be
sensing an urgency to acquire something major to add to
their bag in advance of a real price advance. Yes, our
enemy the Queen of England actually holds shares in this
one!
Craft a bogus but legitimate looking gold storage
certificate with a non-existent vault service and post it
with a magnet on your refrigerator door, in event of
robbery! Let them think it’s out of the country! Get
some cheap synthetic rubies off E Bay (some even come
with phony laminated certs made by sellers and they’re
certing synthetics misrepresented as naturals from

Mozambique! I bought an inventory of these, some
large, for $30!) Make some real looking appraisals for
large sums and leave on a dresser top. Let thieves think
they’re getting something. Better yet, hold them at
gunpoint till police arrive. Be sure to tell the police
dispatcher exactly what color shirt you’re wearing so they
won’t open fire on you in their “cop adventure!”

If you want silver for emergency barter money, don’t
expect to get any premium for it because a one-ouncer
has a limited run design that is nowhere near to a
universal market for trade and exchange; whereas the
silver content is. That friends is no “paradigm” but a raw
basic fact. You’re better off with 90% especially dimes
and Mercs are easier to validate than the series that
followed; ever hear of a clad Merc? No you have not!
Otherwise looking at the year dates will remain
imperative and I’m speaking of “dime savers” who aren’t
into premiums paid for scarcer dates/conditions/mint
marks/errors. Remember due to proofs you could still
find a 90% dime dated later than 1964, but usually
won’t. For this same reason Franklin halves are better

than 1964 Kennedys; the tilt to the 64 JFK’s is nearly
always less wear. Validating these is less tedious than
dimes. 1940s Mercs are the best value in Mercs due to
lesser scarcity and less wear.

Still another well known personage seized on an article
from June 19, 1912, New York Times alleging enormous
gold deposits in Arizona’s Grand Canyon. Some of you
may have encountered quotes of Fed Chairman William
M. Martin’s infamous statement in spring 1968 that the
$35 per ounce gold price would be defended “down to the
last ingot.” The gold and silver price managers have
been superbly talented long range planners. If 56 years
before the end of the London Gold Pool in mid 1968 it
was known to them that the GC held huge gold
resources, exploitation of those deposits would have
started thirty or more years in advance of 1968 and the
$35 per ounce gold price could well still be in effect, with
the assumption of so much gold there! Martin’s
statement on defending the low gold price should also be
a wakeup call for Ted’s nearly sightless cult followers!

Meaning this; the same super influential interests Martin
was repping for 51 years ago are still in control, in the
form of their sons and nominees; their attitude towards
PM has not changed; they will defend the low silver price
“down to the last ingot” as well. He still hasn’t conceded
Chase could have any other motive for having silver
than that which will facilitate his sponsor’s silver sales.
Could I be wrong in my cynicism? Yes I could be as no
one is omniscient; and this is not a “caveat,” because you
aren’t purchasing anything from me! Until silver
outperforms, we must temper optimism with cynicism, as
the megabanks are not our friends. They know wealth
will be transferred to us if silver escapes their price
management, and they don’t want us prosperous!

See the December 2018 release “Low Silver Down To The
Last Ingot” http://nosilvernationalization.org/2171218.pdf (209 pages). NO “PAY WALL” for Greg Hunter
fans! I am against selling things? No. I’m against

denials that advertising sessions are other than--advertising sessions, and requests to subsidize people
selling things when they’ve already paid to get a
promotional session. No phenomenon of consistent,
repetitive free advertising exists.

I am against people selling things; no I am not, only
against marketing sessions proffered as news editorials.
Call these sessions what they are please.
JP Morgan Chase has no intention to do anything ever to
benefit silver longs. I still think there is a plan to
criminalize precious metals ownership. It’s best fought at
State level. We will have to stand by and see what
becomes of Chase and ETF silver. I think they’ll only
switch to long if the tides become too great to fight.
With trend investors perpetually stupid, who knows when
that will be. Recently TPTB have pulled strings to get
BITEGROIN moving higher, to once again draw off stupid
trend investors so at the right moment, they will again be
devastated with a violent drop like we already saw.

Cyber “money” can go to zero; PM won’t. In case you
missed it, a member of a Pilgrims Society represented
dynasty passed on last year---

I do hold silver as I believe in its future return as money.
I haven’t made any attempt to say when that could be,
since I never felt like a “guru.” I never tossed chicken
bones into a circle of sulfur while doing incantations.
Anyone can be a historian however, with enough time
spent. In February 2019 something fantastically dubious,
nevertheless happened; it does enhance our prospects
for not being nationalized or confiscated of precious
metals---

President Trump has no idea to decommission the
Federal Reserve and he is his own different brand of
globalist. Make America Great Again isn’t as nice as it
sounds. He wants to build up the military so we can win
a third World War for his British (not Israeli) bosses. We
have still another well known fellow with a widely
followed website and he harps all the time about Israeli
influence. Of course that influence “is real,” (get the
pun?) But BM is incapable of seeing any British influence
whatsoever. There have been literally hundreds of
Rhodes Scholars over the years that became Presidents,
Supreme Court justices, Governors, Secretaries of State,
ambassadors, generals, university presidents, corporation
directors and foundation trustees and more. All British
influence. That traces to before World War One and
England used us to win both World Wars it planned and
caused. Rhodes himself said --- “I am on the lookout for
those who will do the governing of the nations in the
years that are to come” --- (Review of Reviews, New
York, May 1902, page 558) --- the Rhodes Scholars are
an important satellite of the superior Pilgrims Society,
also schemed by Rhodes---

Several top power people are in the open as to being
members of the Order of the British Empire---Bill Gates
in forcible vaccines and Mike Bloomberg in loss of gun
ownership. Greenspan made it into the OBE but was
given a “sta bene” as to advancing higher into The
Pilgrims. The British Anglicans created Israel in 1917 and
1948 yes working with the Rothschilds to have excuse for
another British planned World War; Israel is England’s
unruly stepchild. England is the ultimate control here,
not Israel. The Royals are at the top, not the
Rothschilds. No Rothschilds have appeared in any lists of
The Pilgrims Society since the mid-1970s; probably
because they haven’t converted to Church of England! I
started like the rest, “no one has any wealth or power
besides the Rothschilds,” that was many years ago and I
had to drop that illusion which has been pumped up to
provide “cover” for the many other dynasties eating away
at the world so they can proceed unhindered; another
case of Anglicans and Episcopalians using the stupidity of
“Jew baiters” to attribute everything to one family. I do

see BM’s site daily as he has good resource stock picks
for no charge. Here’s an interesting resource stock I
found “on my own” and it looks most interesting---no, as
yet I haven’t bought due to my “March Of Dimes”
campaign (so to speak) --http://tmrcorp.com/

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Round-Top-Mountainrhyolite

Owners of Texas only silver mine--http://www.aurcana.com/
BM’s site and a well known Connecticut site with links to
Dallas have butted heads several times, each claiming
victory. The biggest flaw with both is this incredibly
stubborn refusal to admit to the superintending role of
“by invitation only” membership groups in PM price
management. Ridiculously I was told the Silver Users
Association manipulates downwards and this “G” group in
Connecticut manipulates upwards. No pal, the SUA has

had thousands of times more influence in silver than any
group representing itself as long silver.
Here we go again with a different well known figure
stealing credit (or having credit falsely attributed to him)
for my many years of long and free work; when I cite
others work I allow credit but reciprocity is unthinkable
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1qJB6q05lc

The most visible group working against silver is the
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) www.cfr.org however
it’s only a subsidiary of The Pilgrims Society, which I’ve
written far more about than anyone (by word and image
count). FYI Tucker Carlson and his daddy were both in
The Pilgrims 2014 roster; his daddy I’d noticed years
before. Senior was an official of the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting, Foundation for the Defense of
Democracies (warmongers), Scripps Memorial Hospitals,
KPBS TV, California General Mortgage Assurance
Corporation, California Community Bank, San Diego
Coalition, Sharp Memorial Hospitals, Fund for American
Studies and Ambassador to the Seychelles. The W.
middle initial is Warner, of a very old-line Massachusetts
colonial family; the current president of The Pilgrims NYC
is second generation Miner Hill Warner, who controls the
monumental fortune left by Collis P. Huntington (18211900), who was a prime mover in The Crime of 1873, by
which the “gold only” faction seized more than one

million square miles of land. No friends, the Rothschilds
do not “own and control everything.” The Carlsons are
Episcopalians.

“He dictated the government of a half dozen states”--Gustavus Myers in “History of the Great American
Fortunes”

From the Absurd Department--https://www.treasurydirect.gov/govt/reports/pd/gift/gift.
htm ---

Let’s discuss corruption some more. Have any of you
heard anything faintly significant in many months
regarding the proposed return of Texas (UTIMCO) gold,

to the State of Texas? No, and few if any members of
the Texas State Legislature act like they care anymore
about that gold, than about a chewing gum wrapper that
the wind blew past them on a sidewalk! State
legislatures are often like Congress---corruption abounds.
In Texas legislature we currently have a Garnet Coleman
(stopped for driving 94MPH, lied about the cop); Sarah
Davis (named one of the ten worst by Texas Monthly);
another named Charlie Geren (accused of a campaign
manager using Child Protective Services to harass a
political competitor); Ron Reynolds (served jail term for
barratry, legal malpractice); Joan Huffman (twice rated
by Reform Austin as one of the worst state politicians);
Donna Campbell (ex legislator, rated among the ten
worst by Texas Monthly); Kel Seliger (accused of abusing
state senate procedures and duplicity); Angie Chen
Button (noted for “poisonous and toxic lies” and going
“ballistic”); Pete Gallego (former legislator accused of
residency malpractice); Joe Moody (smear campaigns);
Jessica Farrar (proposed to fine men for masturbating,
what a dirty harridan!)

Why would crooked lawyers and a motley gang of other
assorted neer do wells care about Texas gold coming
back? (It still hasn’t come back!)
These are the sort of “friends” in the Texas State
Legislature helping the Texas Humane Legislation
Network and they have a pal in the State Attorney
General’s office refusing to investigate them for charity
fraud! As I researched the THLN I noticed strong linkage
to Humane Society of the United States and also to
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals. The HSUS and ASPCA have linkage to Wall
Street, big surprise, not! The Texas State Legislature on
the whole is a disappointing body. They appear entirely

unconcerned about Texas gold stored at HSBC Bank New
York. The wildly spurious THLN I describe at
www.texaspetprotect.org
Be careful about which donation appeals you choose to
believe; local is always best; oversight is much better.
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